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Tissue and Organ Losses

• Tissue and organ losses can be as a result of trauma, cancer,   infection and diseases.

• They can be lethal or decrease the quality of life of patients affecting them
mechanically, aesthetically or psychologically.

• The golden standard in the treatment of tissue and organ losses is to transplant their
biological equivalents which is done by tissue grafting and organ transplantation.



Transplantation-Organ Donor Statistics
(USA)
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Prosthesis

• When tissue and organ transplantation is not an option prosthesis are used to
partially compensate the organ losses.

• Prosthesis is an artificial body part to replace or augment a missing or 
impaired part of the body

• made of biomaterials such as metals, ceramics or polymers

• generally permanent but have an expiration date

• integrates poorly with the tissue at the defect site

• can fail due to infection or fatigue



A Better Solution?

• Waiting lists for the organ transplantation, donor shortage and inefficiency
of prosthesis in terms of satisfying the patients mechanical, physiological
and aesthetic needs drive the scientists to search for a superiror solution.

• Tissue engineering can be a potential solution addressing the drawbacks of those
conventional methods.



Tissue Engineering

• An interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering and life 
sciences towards the development of biological substitutes that restore, 
maintain, or improve tissue function. 

• Tissue engineering evolved from the field of biomaterials development and 
refers to the practice of combining scaffolds, cells, and biologically active 
molecules into functional tissues.

• Tissue engineering research began as a response to the growing need for 
tissues and organs for transplantation.

• It offers a life-long solution and a better quality of patients’ life reducing the 
need for repeated hospitalization and health care costs associated with 
pharmaceutical therapy



TISSUE ENGINEERING ESSENTIALS

 Tissue Engineering has 3 main components: Cells, Scaffolds, Biochemical Cues



Tissue Engineering Methodology



Scaffold-guided tissue regeneration

Simple culture techniques can't be used to grow organized tissue.
Why?

Cells require mechanical, electrical, structural, and chemical cues



Scaffolds

• a platform which is designed for the cells to grow on and to guide them for 
the ultimate three dimensional (3D) architecture of the tissue

• serves as a substitute for damaged tissues by providing the necessary 
mechanical support until healthy tissue regenerates

• acts as a template for the guided organization of cells by providing specific 
signals to guide the cells and regulate the cellular function

• serves as a barrier to prevent the infiltration of surrounding tissue that may 
impede the process of regeneration

• serves as a delivery vehicle for exogenous cells, growth factors, and genes



An ideal scaffold:
 Should be biocompatible

 Should match tissue or organ’s mechanical needs

 Should promote tissue regeneration

 Should be biodegradable

metals polymers ceramics

porous fibrous hydrogel



Primary Cells

 Chosen according to intended tissue/organ

 Autologous, allogenic, xenogenic

 Donor site morbidity, donor shortage, immune risk, pathogen transmission

 Hard to obtain high cell number

 Limited proliferation capacity



Stem Cells
 Stem cells are undifferentiated cells that have 2 different properties: self-

renewal and potency.



Embryonic Stem Cells (Pluripotent)

 ESCs can be isolated from ICM of blastocyst stage embryos and grown under 
culture conditions.

 They have the ability to self-renew with an endless capacity under 
appropriate conditions.

 When appropriate conditions are supplied they can differentiate all cell types 
from the 3 lineages body: ectoderm, mesoderm, endoderm.

 They form teratomas when implanted in body. 

 There are ethical issues involved with their usage.





Fetal Stem Cells

 The developing organs and tissues in a fetus contain a relatively large supply
of stem cells because they are needed for growth and maturation.

 The difference between embryonic stem cells and fetal stem cells is the fetal
stem cells have gone through part of the way to mature cells.

 Stem cells that are isolated from umbilical cord blood as soon as the baby is 
born are one type of fetal stem cells.



Adult Stem Cells:
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (Multipotent)

 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a type of adult stem cells that are able to
self-renew and multipotent. 

 They are present in adult tissues like bone marrow, adipose tissue and
dental tissues serving as a cell source for regeneration of various
mesenchymal tissues.

 MSCs come from mesodermal lineage thus thay can differentiate into multiple
tissues such as bone, cartilage and adipose under defined culture conditions.



Adult Stem Cells:
Hematopoietic Stem Cells (Multipotent)

 Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are stem cells that are able to self-renew 
and multipotent.

 They give rise to blood cells through the process of haematopoiesis.

 They are isolated from bone marrow.











Bone Tissue Engineering with dental germ stem cells on pig model





Induction of 
Vasculogenesis by

GS4012 VEGF 
inducer from

biphasic scaffolds on 
rat model
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